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Quantum Critical Points
• Quantum critical points host quantum states 
which do not support well-defined single 
particle excitations
• Often, many-body eigenstates can not be 
written as direct product states in any known 
single-particle basis 
– strongly entangled both in real and momentum 
space
[Hashimoto et al. (2012)]
Quantum Critical Metals    [heavy fermion; pnictides; cuprates]
[Custers et al.(2003)]
BaFe2(As1−xPx)2
j/a5 200–400 and 100, respectively. Following the observations for
as-grown NCCO, we plot the extrapolated contour of j/a5 400 as a
dashed curve in Fig. 1. This estimate of the underlying bulk Ne´el
temperature coincides with the measured TN at x5 0.038, but it lies
systematically lower at higher cerium concentrations, approaching
TN5 0 at xAF< 0.134.
The decrease to zero of the spin stiffness at xAF< 0.134 and the
finite values of j0 for x. xAF indicates a fundamental change in the
nature of the magnetic ground state. The contribution of the AF
remnants may lead to a slight over-estimate of the spin correlations,
and consequently of r s and j0, but we emphasize that the qualitative
change in behaviour is a robust result. The NCCO phase diagram
resembles those of other unconventional superconductors, such
as the heavy-fermion compound CeRhIn5, in which the AF and
SC phases are believed to be separated by a first-order boundary19.
Although we cannot rule out a genuine underlying coexistence
between AF and SC order, such coexistence would be confined to
rather a narrow doping range. However, the behaviour of r s(x),
which decreases continuously by more than an order of magnitude
with doping, together with the crossover to power-law behaviour of
j(x,T) near x5 0.134, suggests another scenario: a second-order
quantum phase transition between the AF and SC phases. This
quantum phase transition would be described by a dynamic critical
exponent of z5 1/nT< 1.0(5), which differs from the value z5 2
predicted for a transition from the antiferromagnet to a non-SC
paramagnet12. If hyperscaling holds, the spin stiffness for a 2D system
is expected to decrease as r s! (xAF{x)
n0z where n0 is the exponent
describing the divergence of j0 as xAF is approached from above.
From the approximately linear behaviour of the spin stiffness, we
therefore have n0< 1. We cannot independently determine n0,
because we do not have sufficient information for j0(x). It is also
possible that the system lies above the upper critical dimension, in
which case mean-field behaviour with r s! (xAF{x)
2bmean field is
expected. bmean field5 1/2, so this is consistent with the observed
behaviour.
Our results for j(x, T) also have important consequences for the
relationship between AF correlations and the pseudogap physics in
the electron-doped copper oxides, which appears to be different from
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Figure 1 | The temperature–doping phase diagram for oxygen-reduced
NCCO. The red and blue hashed areas indicate long-range AF order and
superconductivity, respectively. The black circle at zero temperature
indicates the approximate location of a magnetic quantum phase transition.
The instantaneous 2D spin-correlation length j(x,T) in the CuO2 sheets was
measured at the doping levels and over the temperature ranges indicated by
the vertical bars. The colour scale shows j, in units of the planar lattice
constant a, interpolated and extrapolated from the measured values. The
Ne´el temperature TN is shown as the dotted curve, while the dashed curve is
the extrapolated contour of j/a5 400. The measurement of TN is
contaminated by remnants of the as-grown state of NCCO, so that the true
AF phase extends only to xAF< 0.13, close to where superconductivity first
appears. This is established from the fact that j diverges exponentially upon
cooling for non-superconducting compositions at lower electron
concentrations, while it remains finite in superconducting samples. The
small remaining overlap indicated in the figuremay be caused by cerium and
oxygen inhomogeneities. The grey and white circles indicate optical
conductivity measurements of the pseudogap temperature T* on NCCO
crystals9 and Pr22xCexCuO46d thin films
11, respectively. The dot-dashed
curve is a guide to the eye.
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Figure 2 | Representative two-axis scans used to measure the spin
correlation length. The scans are along (h, h) about the 2D AF zone centre
(1/2,1/2) and are fitted (solid blue curves) to a 2D Lorentzian convoluted
with the calculated instrumental resolution (dashed red curves). Shown are
data at a, T5 250K<TN and b, T5 400K for x5 0.038; c, T5 300K for
x5 0.106; d, T5 35K and e, T5 200K for x5 0.145; and f, T5 1.8 K for
x5 0.154. Wave vectors are represented as (h, k, l) in reciprocal lattice units
(r.l.u.), where Q5 (2ph/a, 2pk/a, 2p l/c) is the momentum transfer, and a
and c are the lattice constants of the tetragonal system (space group I4/mmm;
for x5 0.038, for example, the room-temperature lattice constants are
a5 3.93 A˚ and c5 12.09 A˚). Vertical error bars represent uncertainties (1s )
assuming Poisson statistics. The measurements were performed in two-axis
mode on the BT2 and BT9 triple-axis spectrometers at the NIST Center for
Neutron Research. The incident neutron energy was Ei5 14.7meV. In
previous experiments on La2Cu12z(Zn,Mg)zO4
14 and as-grown NCCO6, this
energy proved to be sufficiently large in the temperature region
TN,T, 2TN to reliably extract the instantaneous structure factor S(Q).
The collimations were: a, b, 40’–23’–sample–20’; c, 60’–40’–sample–40’;
d, 40’–47’–sample–10’; e, 40’–47’–sample–20’; and f, 40’–47’–sample–40’.
The NCCO crystals were grown in 4 atm of oxygen using the travelling-
solvent floating-zone technique, and subsequently annealed for 10 h at
970 uC in argon, followed by 20 h at 500 uC in oxygen. The sample masses
range from 1 to 5 g. The oxygen reduction treatment, required for
superconductivity to appear, is a non-equilibrium process resulting in
unavoidable oxygen inhomogeneities. Cerium concentrations x were
determined from inductively coupled plasma (ICP) spectroscopy, with
typical variation of Dx< 0.005 along the growth direction.
Superconductivity is observed from magnetic susceptibility measurements
for x$ 0.134.
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[Motoyama et al. (2012)]
Nd2-xCexCuO4
• Non-Fermi liquids are characterized by anomalous exponents in 
spectroscopic / thermodynamic / transport properties
• Dynamical susceptibility : χ ~ ω-a
• Specific heat : C/T ~ T-b or log(1/T),  ..
• Resistivity : ρ ~ Tn , n < 2
Theoretical framework
• Continuum field theories capture universal 
low-energy physics
• In d=3, quantum fluctuations are usually 
marginal, which give rise to logarithmic 
corrections 
• In d=2, strong quantum fluctuations at long 
distance scales can lead to behaviors that are 
qualitatively different from non-interacting 
systems
From d=3 to d=2
• In general, it is hard to understand how weak 
coupling physics in d=3 evolves to non-
perturbative behaviors in d=2
• Recently, the theory for the antiferromagnetic 
quantum critical metal has been solved both 
at d=3 and d=2 (exact critical exponents)
• This provides a rare opportunity to examine 
how physics evolves as a function of space 
dimension : purpose of this talk
Commensurate antiferromagnetic 
phase transition in metal
Quantum 
Critical Point
Paramagnetic
Metal
Metal with 
antiferromagnetic
order
Coupling
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[Abanov, Chubukov, Schmalian; Metlitski, Sachdev; ..]
Parameters of the theory
v
1
• Fermi velocity parallel to QAF set to be 1
• v : Fermi velocity  perpendicular to QAF
• c : boson velocity
• g : coupling between fermion and boson
• If v=0, hot spots connected by QAF are nested
Theories in 3d
d
m0 21
1
2
3
kF enters as 
an extra scale
From d=3 to d=2
μ
d2 3
d=3d=3-ε2<d<3d=2
d=3
• Emergent nesting and quasi-locality
– !~# ~ $%&'[%&' )* ] , -. ~1
• Anomalous dimensions are controlled by 01-
– 2 − 1 , 4 ~ 01- ~ $%&'($/7)
• Logarithmic corrections in physical observables
– 9”(;, <=>) ~ $?1 [%&' )@ ]A/B
• One-loop is asymptotically exact
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III II I
d=3-ε
• Interaction becomes relevant
– !"# ~%,    &, ( → 0
• Quasi-locality enhance quantum fluctuations
– One-loop is not enough even to the leading order in ε: 
quantum fluctuations are not organized by number of loops
– Higher-loop effect qualitatively changes the flow of velocities 
below a crossover energy scale : #+ → 0
• , → 3 and . → 0 limits do not commute
d=3-ε
• Two stages of RG flow
– power-law flow to 1d attractor
– sub-logarithmic flow within the attractor 
– !" ~ $[&'()*],/.
• Anomalous dimension O(ε) + super-logarithmic corrections 
in physical observables
– /”(2, 456) ~ $8,9: ;(<=> )/?))/.
• Electrons only weakly dressed : no anomalous dimension 
(only super-logarithmic corrections)
2<d<3
• c~ "#$% &/#
• Even though (~1, "* → 0 provides a small parameter 
– Expansion in "* is a perturbative expansion around an 
interaction dominated fixed point
• Anomalous dimension for spin fluctuations : 3-d (exact)
– -”(0, 234) ~ &6789 :(;<= 9/>)9/7
• There is a finite basin of attraction near the stable  quasi-
local fixed point with v=0
d=2
• Spin fluctuations become highly incoherent. As a result, spin fluctuations at large 
momenta have significant spectral weight at low energies
• This gives rise to an additional logarithmic corrections
– c~[# log '( ]*+
– ,” ., 012 ~ '3 4(678 */:)*+ / 678 678 *:
• < → 2 and ? → 0 limits do not commute
– The logarithmic correction is cut off at a crossover energy scale which vanishes at d=2
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III II I
• Incoherent peak centered at QAF at all ω
• The width in momentum space scales linearly in energy
 
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Spectral function at the hot spots
• No quasiparticle with weak deviation from Fermi 
liquid
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Two crossover scales separate 
the physics in d=3 and d=2
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Superconductivity
• In d>2, there is no perturbative superconductivity
– The critical strength for an SC instability goes to zero as ! → 2
• At d=2, there is a SC instability
– Whether SC instability occurs within the universal scaling regime 
is a non-universal question
– If bare attractive interaction is weak and v is small, there can be 
a large energy window between the onset of the universal 
scaling and Tc
v⇤⇤e 
↵
v1/4 ⇤
Gaussian
z=2 scaling
(one-loop)z=1 scalingSC
Energy
Summary
• Antiferromagnetic critical metals in 2 ≤ # ≤ 3
– Exact critical exponents are smooth functions of d 
– Full low-energy scaling functions do not smoothly 
vary in d
– low-energy limit and integer dimension limits do not 
commute
